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Introduction / Presentation Themes 
•  What I don’t know as Coach (Attitude & Larceny) 
•  Work / Intensity (Must for success in either pp or pk) 
•  No skills, forget it!  (Even pros work on their individual skills) 
•  Improvise, Adapt & Overcome (USMC); The Success Test. 
•  Principles vs. Systems (Understanding principles and playing 

by principle allows players to adapt) 
•  Small PP/PK Games: (Great teaching/learning methodology)  
•  Possibilities (Alignments with an eye to Personnel) 
•  Developing Habits with Emphasis on Execution & Speed of 

Execution (Accountability for play recognition, choice of play, 
and technical execution) 





Principles Checklist  
Power Play       Penalty Killing 

•  Breakout w/speed having multiple options; Best 
Player; quality dumps 

•  Attack (4) on entry; score on rush 
•  Support & Outnumber 
•  Rapid Puck Movement  
•  Player movement 
•  Change the point of attack (side to side, high to 

low, low to high) & Stretch the Defense 
•  Avoid stick - handling and holding the puck 
•  Take what they give you 
•  Get the mid point 
•  Isolate to create 2v1’s; attack seams 
•  Stay on Forehand 
•  Information collection 
•  False information 
•  Take goalies eyes away 
•  Deflections / Rebounds 
•  Win Battles 
•  Win Draws 

•  Kill as much of PP outside of DZ as possible 
•  Pressure FC whenever possible 
•  Finishing checks in certain areas may not be wise 
•  Stay free (avoid being tied up w/one man)  
•  Neutralize speed on PP Breakout 
•  Deny certain players the puck on PPBO 
•  Try to force dump-ins 
•  Press on dump-ins (Outnumber) 
•  Press on chip out’s to NZ 
•  When opponent carries the puck in, be sure we have all four 

back when puck enters and a plan to press 
•  Try to isolate puck to one side then apply 3 pt. pressure 
•  Coordinate pressure to create even or outnumbered situations 
•  200 foot clears 
•  Information collection 
•  Sticks denying passing lanes, bodies & sticks denying shooting 

lanes 
•  Forwards collapse quickly after point shot 
•  Block shots 
•  Avoid getting tied up in front of the net 
•  Win Battles 
•  Win Draws (Clear strategy & execution) 



PP Video 



PK Video 



•  PP/PK Warm-up / Situation Drills 
•  4v3/5v3 1/2 Ice 
•  1/2 Ice Dead or Alive (5v4) 
•  1/2 Zone Dead or Alive (5v4) 
•  Cross-Ice (5v4) 
•  Full-ice (Live) 
•  Isolations (3v2; 2v1) 
•  Skill components (one timers, tips, 

rebounding, shot blocking, angling, etc.) 
•  Practice outlines for youth hockey 

Practice Possibilities 



Practice Drills 

4v3 & 5v3 1/2 ice 
practice 

5v4 Dead or Alive:  
One end works, on 
clear, the other end 
works. 



Practice Drills 
Cross Ice 5v4 Scrimmage 

5v4 1/2 Ice Half Zone Dead or Alive 



Practice Drills 

Begins as 5v0 (O’s) in zone practicing puck and player 
movement and of course various play options.  On whistle, same 
5 man unit (now represented as red triangles) forms for a PP 
breakout and enters the end zone at the other end to play 
against four penalty killers standing there waiting.  On coach’s 
cue, it is live 5v4. 



Practice Drills 

To the left, the D start at the NZ dots, back up and then one of the two 
proceeds to wall to pick up a puck.  They then move the puck a few times 
while keeping eyes on the net culminating in a shot from the middle.  Then, 
a second puck is retrieved and the drill is executed from the other side.  
Can also be done culminating with a shot from the flank rather than the 
mid-point.  To the right, D are practicing one timers where one D skates 
toward a player in the middle, begins to back up, checks the net, receives a 
pass for a one timer.  3 reps, next D then goes. 



Practice Drills 

On the left, players are executing the Cam Neely type 
play where the player at the net front pops out from 
the crease to the slot.  On the right it involves the 
same play adding the options of a shot coming off the 
goal line extended and/or a pass from the goal line 
extended to a D coming back door. 



Practice Drills 

To the left the trio is working on behind the net PP 
executions with dot plays.  To the right, we add a 
defensemen coming down the slot as an additional 
option. 



Practice Drills 

Two simple 3v2 drills (Isolations) where your personnel 
can practice execution and play options.  You can run 
these from anywhere in the zone you choose (various 
points of attack).  Another example would be operating 
from behind the net.  A key is to limit the space with hoses 
or lines painted on the ice. 



Practice Drills 

To the left, defensemen are practicing shot blocking 
by closing the gap on the 1/2 and either reaching 
with the stick or going to one knee from a 1/2 wall 
simulation.  To the right, forwards are practicing 
coming out to the point and blocking a shot from an 
inside out skating maneuver.   



Practice Drills 
In this drill there are four attacking 
players but the one at the point 
simply delivers the puck to the net 
or attempts a seam pass to one of 
the three forwards.  The two 
defensemen in front have three 
jobs, first to stay free and deny 
seam passes, second to step up 
and knock down shots, and the 
third is to clear rebounds. 



Practice Drills 

On the left, two defensemen and a forward practice 3 
point pressure versus an overload simulation.  On the 
right two forwards and one defenseman practice 3 
point pressure versus an umbrella formation. 



Lower left practicing 1v1 with angling emphasis from 
the high side and driving down.  Upper middle 
practicing NZ angling and Lower middle NZ angling 
into entry. 



Warm-up passing drills:  Top left is 2v0 straight pass & receive to red line and 
back.  Top right is cross & drop 2v0 to red line and back.  Bottom left is 2v0 
where receiver stops after collecting pass and goes after making pass 2v0 to 
red line and back.  Bottom right is pass and follow your pass 2v0 to red line 
and back. 



(4) Groups simultaneously:  One group playing 2v2 in the corner with net facing 
corner emphasis puck protection and making 2v1 out of 2v2;  Two groups are in NZ 
executing puck control and shooting, one using simple crossovers, the other 
backward to forward to backward puck control finishing with a shot.  The last group 
is executing 3v2 attacks off the ½ wall simulating a PP scenario. 



Top left defensemen skating backwards controlling the puck while negotiating cones all the while 
keeping eyes on net culminating with walking the O-blue line and a shot.  Top middle is defenseman 
taking one timers.  Top right is a simple 3v0 PP option play whereby each player assumes a new 
position in the rotation after each repetition.  Bottom right is a different play option but follows the 
same drill format as top right.  Bottom middle follows the same drill specs as the last two but involves 
a behind the net attack.  Bottom left involves defenseman skating to the top of the circle, retrieving a 
puck then back skating to the blue followed by a walk of the line and shot with eyes on net 
throughout. 



Top Left is a 5v4 in confined space.  Top Right is another 5v4 in confined space.  Bottom 
Right is a 5v3 in confined space and Bottom Left is a 4v3 in confined space. 


